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ABSTRACT

Students’ understanding of object-oriented program execution was studied by asking students to draw a picture of a program state at a specific moment. Students were given minimal instructions on what to include in their drawings in order to see what they considered to be central concepts and relationships in program execution. Three drawing tasks were given at different phases of an elementary OO programming course where two animation tools were used for program visualization. The drawings were analyzed for their overall approaches and their detailed contents.

There was a large variability in the overall approaches and the popularity of various approaches changed during the course. The results indicate that students’ mental representations of OO concepts and program execution do not only grow as new material is covered in teaching, but they do also change. The first drawings treat methods as having primarily a static existence; later methods are seen as dynamic invocations that call each other. The role of classes in program execution fluctuates during learning indicating problems in locating the notion of class with respect to, e.g., objects. Two major sources of problems that manifested in many different forms were the relationship between object and method, and the role of the main method with respect to program state. Other problems were caused by too simplistic understanding of object identification and improper use of application domain knowledge.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

K.3.2 [Computers and Education]: Computer and Information Science Education—computer science education; D.m [Software]: Miscellaneous—Software psychology

General Terms

Human factors, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION

Students learning object-oriented (OO) programming have problems not only in developing program writing, comprehension, and debugging skills but also in understanding basic OO concepts [3, 4, 10, 16, 21, 22, 26, 27, 32]. Research into novices’ understanding of OO has revealed several misconceptions and problems that concern the notions of class and object—concepts that form the basis for structuring data and actors within a program. Another central aspect of OO programs is their execution: sequence of method calls and their effects on objects. However, novices’ comprehension of these dynamic aspects of methods and method calls has not been studied in detail. Execution of an OO program requires the notion of program state with dynamic creation of objects and nesting of method calls in order to be understood. Du Boulay [2] refers to such an execution mechanism with the term “notional machine” and suggests that a learner must master it in order to be able to understand program behavior.

Teachers use pictures to visualize OO concepts and program execution to their students. However, in many novice level programs the set of objects remains the same throughout the program and is described with a static picture with no reference to method execution. Visualization and animation tools have also been developed to visualize OO concepts, but there is little research into the effectiveness of such tools [9] and it seems that the type of engagement, i.e., what a student does with the visualization, is far more important than the visualization itself [13]. Moreover, students’ ability to take advantage of visualizations is weak: teachers’ drawings are poorly understood by students, students are unable to draw their own pictures, and students’ abilities to make interferences about program execution based on drawings depicting program state are poor [28, 31]. These findings cast doubt on teachers’ positive attitudes on the effectiveness of visualizations on students learning of the notion of OO machine, and on assumptions that students do easily assimilate the same drawing styles.

In order to study students’ own visualizations of OO program state (i.e., the notion of OO machine) and their (mis)conceptions of OO concepts, we asked students to draw pictures depicting program state at a specific point of program execution. These drawings were then analyzed by looking at what types of elements they contained and what were the relationships between these elements;
correctness of drawings was considered less important unless errors occurred systematically in similar contexts. In order to see how students’ visualizations of program state evolved during learning, several drawing tasks were given along an elementary OO programming course.

Students were given minimal instructions on the form or content of the drawings. As a result students were guided by pictures they had seen earlier during lectures and in textbooks, and by their own mental representation of program state and OO concepts—what did they consider to be central elements and relationships in programs and program execution. Thus, drawings do not only report the way students wanted to draw things; they also reveal students’ understanding of OO programs and the notional OO machine as well as their (mis)conceptions of dynamic aspects of OO programs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of related research on visualization and OO misconception analysis. Section 3 describes the study; its results are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED RESEARCH

In this section, we will give an overview of literature on students’ visualizations of program state, other uses of students’ visualizations in programming, and students’ misconceptions about OO concepts.

2.1 Visualization of Program State

Ford[6] asked students that had been taught OO design and programming for one semester to design and implement animations that exemplified features of the C++ programming language. Students worked in teams of two to four persons. They used special animation software to implement the animations with the view that exemplified features of the C++ programming language. Students’ visualizations of program state, other uses of students’ visualizations, and students’ misconceptions about OO concepts.

Teif and Hazzan [27] studied junior high school students’ perceptions of class and object using questionnaires, interviews, videotapes and researcher diary. The questionnaires included drawing tasks where students were asked to draw the class–object relation; later students were interviewed and they could explain their drawings. Example drawings in [27] depict concrete things such as the face of a cat with ears, eyes, mouth, etc. Students’ drawings and explanations revealed several misconceptions (set-subset and class-object confusion, set and object confusion, part-whole and object-class relations confusion, part and attribute confusion). Teif and Hazzan categorize these misconceptions as confusions in taxonomic or partonomic hierarchies, where taxonomic refers to “kind-of” relation and partonomic to “part-of” relation. In this study, students’ drawings do not depict a specific program or program state but they are pictures of everyday things intended to visualize class-object relation at a more general level; students’ drawings are analyzed for OO misconceptions.

Lister et al. [17] conducted a multi-national, multi-institutional study on novices’ tracing skills by giving students program fragments and asking them to predict the outcomes of those fragments. Some of the fragments were non-idiomatic, i.e., their outcomes were not what one would expect by a quick look, but step-by-step tracing was needed. Students answered to multiple-choice questions and think-aloud protocols were collected from some participants. Students were allowed to draw pictures or perform calculations while answering; such “doodles” were collected and analyzed in order to see if certain types of doodles appeared more often with correct answers. Doodles were grouped into 11 categories such as underlined (i.e., some part of the question was underlined or shaded for emphasis by the student), computation (e.g., “3+5”), trace (consecutive values of a variable), synchronized trace (trace of several variables so that all are rewritten whenever any of them changes) etc. Even though the program fragments were written in Java, they were imperative by nature, e.g., no objects other than arrays were used. Consequently, the doodle categories do not cover OO concepts. Lister et al. found that doodles that indicate close tracking of code appeared more often with correct answers. They conclude that while the results will surprise few teachers, they are very useful for teachers to quote to their students. In this study, students’ drawings depict various aspects of imperative program execution, but no OO concepts; students’ drawings are analyzed to see if certain element types occur with good tracing performance.

Holliday and Luginbuhl [11] developed a diagram type, so-called memory diagram, to describe objects and method invocations, used it in programming education, and studied students’ use of the diagram. A memory diagram describes the state of program execu-
tion at a certain point of time. Variables are represented as rectangles, objects as circles, classes as diamonds, object references as arrows, and method calls as wavy arrows labeled with parameters. Method call arrows start at the variable containing reference to the called object and end at the method name. A double arrow starting at the method name points at the return value. Holliday and Luginbuhl have used memory diagrams extensively in lectures. In class interaction, they have asked students to draw the memory diagrams associated with their solution to an exercise, and used these diagrams to identify those OO concepts that students have problems with within that specific exercise. Holliday and Luginbuhl also conducted a study where students were asked to draw simple memory diagrams in a normal examination. They found a positive correlation between students' ability to construct memory diagrams with their performance on the rest of that exam and on the course overall. Of course, correlation does not imply causality, and it may simply be that students who are good in OO programming are also able to draw diagrams. In this study, diagrams depict program state with the help of objects and method invocations. The form of diagrams is fixed by the teachers; students' diagrams are used in a classroom setting to find OO misconceptions so that teachers can give appropriate feedback to students.

Thomas et al. [28] studied first year programming students' understanding of program behavior and, especially, of object referencing. They used object diagrams in many examples when tracing code during lectures. They then conducted a test consisting of multiple-choice questions on program tracing. In the test, half of the students were given ready-made partial object diagrams. Several weeks later a new test was conducted with no ready-made diagrams, and students' scratch sheets were collected and analyzed for their use of object diagrams. Thomas et al. found that students did not perform better in tracing OO code fragments when they were provided with the ready-made diagrams, nor did they draw their own diagrams more often in the follow-up test. Thomas et al. conclude that the inability to use diagrams in program tracing is a widespread phenomenon among beginning, weaker students. In this study, diagrams depict program state by describing existing objects at a certain point of program execution. Execution history is visible through past object references represented by crossed arrows. The form of diagrams is fixed by the teachers; students' diagrams are not analyzed in detail.

In the previous studies, researchers have collected drawings made by students and analyzed their contents or counted their frequencies. Another approach to program state visualization is to build tools that visualize programs to students. The assessment of the impact of such tools is rare and based on course grades or drop-out rates, attitude surveys, and tool usage statistics or observation rather than analysis of students' drawings of program state [9]. There are also tools where the purpose of student-written programs is to produce animations of, e.g., people and animals, and where program state and visualization are practically unified [14]. These tools are based on icons for programming constructs, direct manipulation, and textual programming, and they are usually meant to be used by children.

### 2.2 Other Uses of Visualizations

Visualization and animation have also been used to make algorithms more understandable to students. In algorithm visualization, program constructs are only partially represented at the notional machine level; data structures and high-level operations are more important and hence visualizations concentrate on them. Researchers have also asked students to produce visualizations of algorithms (e.g., [1, 12]) in the hope of finding visualizations that match better students’ mental representations. As the level of these visualizations is not the level of the notional machine, and as such algorithms rarely contain OO concepts, we shall not consider them further in this paper.

A very different approach to visualization and programming has been taken by Tolhurst et al. [30] who conducted a multinational, multi-institutional study to see whether novices' map drawing styles predict success in elementary programming courses. The rationale behind this study is the finding that program code can be characterized as a virtual space where programmers must navigate and that different navigation styles result in different views of a program; thus, programs can be understood as maps and navigation strategies may be reflected in map drawing strategies and therefore in programming performance. Students were first asked to draw a map of a given physical area to be used for getting from one location to another; then they were asked to annotate the map with key decision points, explaining what a person using the map would need to do at those points. These maps were classified into three categories depending on their overall approach: “landmark” maps whose focus is on key visual landmarks along the route, “route” maps whose focus is on the actual route taken, and “survey” maps that give an overview of the area where the route is located. Tolhurst et al. found a general trend for students who drew a survey map to be more successful in introductory programming courses than route map students, who performed better than students drawing landmark maps. There was an interaction effect between students' country and mapping style that could not be explained. In this study, students drawings are physical maps that have no relation to programming; students' drawings are analyzed for their overall approach in order to see if it correlates with programming course performance.

### 2.3 Misconceptions about OO Concepts

Novices' misconceptions about OO concepts have been studied also without drawings. Holland et al. [10] registered students’ problems while teaching two OO courses and identified several misconceptions: object equals to variable, objects are simple records, methods’ work is done by assignments only, object equals to class, object identity confused with attribute value, and textual representation of object is its reference.

Fleury [5] studied novices predicting outcomes of short Java programs. She identified four student-constructed rules, e.g., the only purpose of invoking a constructor is to initialize the instance variables of an object. These rules do not lead errors, but limit the way Java constructs can be used.

Or-Bach and Lavy [19] studied students’ answers to a design task that required the use of inheritance and polymorphism and found three categories that describe how students perceive abstract classes: a collection of attributes; a collection of attributes and implemented methods; or a collection of attributes, implemented methods and abstract methods. Eckendal and Thiné [4] studied students’ conceptions about object and class, and found several categories that describe how students perceive these concepts. For example, an object can be experienced as a piece of code; as a piece of code that is active in the program; or in addition being a model of some world phenomenon.

Garnet et al. [7] recorded students’ problems during an introductory Java course using a predefined list of problem types. Even though some of the problems may be the result of misconceptions, the data collecting method used in the study does not support analysis of causes for problems. Thomasson et al. [29] studied students’ answers to an OO design problem and found several problems with students’ design skills. These problems are, however, not miscon-
exceptions of OO concepts but represent students’ incapability to use
OO concepts in a design task. Sanders and Thomas [25] give an
overview of the previous six studies and report on a study where
they identified some of the above listed misconceptions in novices’
programs.

Ragonis and Ben-Ari [21] followed tenth grade students on an
elementary OO programming course and found several misconcep-
tions (object state is unchangeable, methods can be called only
once, parameters must be given manually, return values are shown
on the screen, no need for input statement, objects are created man-
ually, lack of understanding of the sequence of method calls) and
attributed many of these to the use of static visualization and inter-
active features of the used programming IDE (BlueJ [15]). They
suggest that dynamic visualization is needed so that students can
coordinate the static and dynamic aspects of OO programs.

3. THE STUDY

In order to study the development of students’ visualizations of
object-oriented program state we gave students program visualization
tasks three times during an elementary programming course.
Students were given a short program and they were asked to draw a
picture depicting the state of the program at a given point of execu-
tion. Drawing instructions were minimal in order to encourage stu-
dents to draw what they found most important. During the course,
the lecturer used standard visualization techniques, e.g., rectangles
for objects, and in lab exercises students used two program visual-
ization tools giving them examples of what a visualization might
contain and look like.

**Method:** The study was conducted in lab exercises of an ele-
mentary Java course that lasted 10 weeks with 4 hours of lectures,
2 hours of exercises in normal classrooms, and 2 hours of lab exer-
cises each week. Due to Christmas holiday there was a two weeks
break after the sixth week of the course. For programming assign-
ments, students used both BlueJ [15] and command line interface.
In the lab exercises, two program animation tools—Jeliot [18] and
a metaphor-based tool [23]—were used to animate two Java pro-
grams; first with one tool and later in the course with the other tool.
In two of the four lab groups, Jeliot was used first, whereas the
other two lab groups started with metaphor animation. Due to ex-
ternal conditions, two teachers were involved; each Java program
was, however, always animated by the same teacher.

The three drawing tasks were made during lab exercises so that
the first task was given a week after the use of the first tool, the sec-
ond task a week after the second tool, and the third task two weeks
after the second task. The drawing tasks were part of a longer ques-
tionnaire that was presented in various forms four times during the
course. No drawing task was given prior to the first visualization
tool use because students’ knowledge of OO concepts was too weak
at that time. Table 1 contains a summary of the course schedule and
lists main topics covered by lectures each week.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Study activities</th>
<th>Topics in lectures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Notion of algorithm, overview of OO concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Structure of Java programs, basic data types; variables and their roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>First questionnaire; Animation of program A (first tool, teacher X)</td>
<td>Control structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Animation of program B (first tool, teacher Y)</td>
<td>Attributes, methods, recursion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Second questionnaire (first drawing task)</td>
<td>Class libraries, strings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Animation of program B (second tool, teacher Y)</td>
<td>Exceptions, Vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Animation of program A (second tool, teacher X)</td>
<td>Enumeration, I/O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Third questionnaire (second drawing task)</td>
<td>Testing, documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>GUI, event driven programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Fourth questionnaire (third drawing task)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Jeliot program animation tool [18] visualizes objects as rect-
angles contain names and values of attributes (or member variables)
in smaller rectangles. Method calls are visualized with similar
rectangles containing local variables; nested method calls are vi-
visualized with a stack where method rectangles are piled. Object
references are visualized with tightly aligned arrows. The overall
appearance of Jeliot is technical: a collection of rectangles and ar-
rows.

The metaphor animation tool [23] visualizes objects as watch
panels with monitors for attributes. Method calls are visualized
with workshops attached to the watch panel depicting the approp-
riate object; parameter passing is depicted with a flying enve-
lope containing parameters, and method nesting is depicted with
arrows that appear when the envelope is passed. Object references
are depicted with pennant pairs. Other metaphoric elements in-
clude workbenches for return values, blueprint books for classes,
a garbage vehicle for garbage collection, and role metaphors [24]
for attributes and variables. The overall appearance of metaphor
animation is figurative: pictures of workshops, envelopes, etc.

Both program animation tools contain visual elements that are
not obvious to novices. Students were given one page description
of both visualizations but due to time constraints, the visualizations
were not explained in detail and their terminology was not used
in lectures. Each animation session lasted about 30 min. First,
the teacher presented the Java program to be animated and then
animated it and explained its behavior. Then, students animated
the same program with different input values and, if time allowed,
with their own input values. When a tool was used for the first time,
the teacher explained most important visual elements of the tool.

**Participants:** The course was started by 59 students, 13 of
them female. Those who had no previous programming experience
had attended a short introduction to imperative programming with
Python. The four questionnaires were a part of course duties and
were answered by 48, 41, 29, and 30 students, respectively. The
number of students attending all three drawing tasks was 22, while
12 attended two tasks and 10 students attended a single drawing
task. Students were allowed to freely choose among the four lab
session groups.

**Materials:** The questionnaires were copied so that each question
was on its own page. The first page contained a self-assessment of
understanding of nine programming concepts that were partially
public class Town {
    public static void main (String[] args) {
        Owner owner_a = new Owner("John",50);
        Owner owner_b = new Owner("Pete",20);
        Pet dog1 = new Pet("Cody", owner_a);
        Pet dog2 = new Pet("Duke", owner_a);
        Pet dog3 = new Pet("Toby", owner_b);
        owner_b.increaseFood(100);
        dog1.hunger(5);  // --- During this method call
dog3.hunger(4);
    }
}

// ----------------------------------------------

class Pet {
    private String name;
    private Owner owner;

    public Pet (String n, Owner ow) {
        name = n; owner = ow;
    }

    public void hunger (int wish) {
        int given;
        given = owner.feed(wish);
        System.out.println(name + ": ": " + given);
    }
}

// ----------------------------------------------

class Owner {
    private String foreName;
    private int food;

    public Owner (String n, int f) {
        foreName = n; food = f;
    }

    public int feed (int wished) {
        int portion = wished;
        if (wished > food) portion = food;
        food = food - portion;
        // -- at this point
        return(portion);
    }

    public void increaseFood (int increment) {
        food = food + increment;
    }
}

Figure 1: The Java program used in the second and third drawing tasks (translated from Finnish).
The analysis looks at three aspects of a drawing: impact of previously seen visualizations, form of the drawing, and the contents of the drawing. In the impact of visualizations part, possible impact of Jeliot, metaphor animation, UML, or some other known visualization was scored (see Table 3; the results included in the tables will be treated in more detail in the next section). A score of 1 was used if any impact was found even in a small part of a drawing.

The form of a drawing was coded by the type of visual elements it contained (Table 4): text, rectangles, etc. The score for each visual element type was the number of different subtypes, e.g., the number of visually different rectangle types or the number of different special characters in the drawing.

The contents of a drawing indicated the existence of OO-related concepts (Table 5) like classes, methods, etc. Existence was scored as incorrect or correct depending on whether the concept was mostly used incorrectly or correctly. The scoring makes a distinction whether a visual element represents static or dynamic existence: for example, a rectangle representing some method is coded as C16, if it represents the existence of the method in the program code (static existence), and as C17 or C18 if the rectangle represents an execution of that method—C17 for an on-going method execution and C18 for a past method execution.

Note that the contents scoring tells only whether some concept is being used—not how many elements of that type a drawing contains. For example, Figure 2 contains a drawing made by a student in the second task. This drawing was scored as containing the following correct content element types:

- C2 (data type): the word “int”
- C5 (class): e.g., “class Owner”
- C6 (object): object rectangles
- C9 (object reference, id of the referring element visible): e.g., “owner owner.a” where “owner” is the id of the referring element
- C12 (dynamic existence of an attribute, id visible): as C9
- C15 (attribute’s belonging to its object): e.g., “name” inside the dog1 object rectangle
- C16 (static existence of a method): all methods are listed under the corresponding class and method call arrows point to these methods; the listing thus represents existence of the methods within the program
- C17 (dynamic existence of an existing method): arrows pointing to the methods “feed” and “hunger”
- C18 (dynamic existence of an exited method): arrow pointing to the method “increaseFood”
- C21 (method’s or constructor’s belonging to its class): e.g., method “increaseFood” drawn as subordinate to the class “Owner”
- C22 (method’s or constructor’s belonging to its object): arrow from method “increaseFood” to object “owner_b”
- C24 (dynamic call graph of methods): arrow from method “hunger” to method “feed”
- C25 (static existence of a parameter): e.g., “int” in “hunger(int)”

The drawing contains several errors: the name of the first attribute in “Owner” objects should be “firstName” (instead of “name”), the updated value of the attribute “owner.b.food” should be 120 (instead of 100), the arrow labeled “100” should not start from “owner.a” (but from the “main” method not depicted in the drawing), and the arrow labeled “hunger(5)” should not start from “dog1” (but from the “main” method, also). All content element types were, however, scored as correct because the drawing contains mainly correct attribute names, calculation errors are not interesting when we are looking at students’ understanding of OO concepts, etc.

In the scoring scheme, three of the content element types are inherently erroneous. Element C29 means that a parameter is depicted as belonging to the object whose method has been called. However, parameters do not belong to objects—they belong to methods. Element C34 means that the owner of a local variable is understood in the same wrong way. Finally, C38 is used when an object reference that belongs to the “main” method is depicted as a property of the object that it refers to. With C29, C34, and C38, correct use was coded if the drawing agreed with the program even though ownership was represented incorrectly.

When the element analysis was done, it was obvious that the overall approach of drawings was not captured. For example, two drawings containing objects and methods could be very different if one had objects containing methods and the other consisted of methods with code fragments referring to objects. In the element analysis they could get similar scores even though the central concepts and the overall approaches were very different. Therefore, we made also an approach analysis. This was made by two researchers together. They looked at all drawings and grouped them according to their overall approach. The recognized approaches (Table 2) are described in the next section.
Table 2: Overall drawing approaches and their frequencies (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drawing task</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Central concepts</th>
<th>Subordinate concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There were 41 students participating in the first drawing task, 29 in the second, and 30 in the third task. They returned 0, 2, and 1 empty drawings, respectively. Moreover, one drawing in the first task was not included in the analysis because it contained few, unrelated words only. When a drawing was accompanied with a textual explanation, only the drawing part was analyzed.

4.1 Approach Analysis
In overall, students’ drawings consisted of components (objects, methods, . . .) connected with arrows and lines that described relationships between the components. However, there was a large diversity in what components were central and what were subordinate to the central components. Table 2 lists eight approaches identified in the drawings, and their frequencies in the three drawing tasks. The frequencies do not sum up to 100% because a few drawings in each task could not be categorized due to students’ serious misunderstanding of basic OO concepts. (Note that for the sake of avoiding undue accuracy, frequencies are given in all tables as integers even though they are percentual figures.)

The approach used in both animation tools is A2, existing objects as the central concept and active methods as subordinate to them. Pictures based on this approach are also frequent in OO programming textbooks. Figure 3 presents a typical example of this approach; Figure 4 gives another way of describing basically the same information. Even though both animation tools used this approach, only 20% of students used it in the first drawing task and even though its frequency grew during the course, only 55% used it in the last task. In this approach, objects were typically depicted as rectangles, and active methods were located as separate boxes or inside objects, or attached to objects in the style of the metaphor animation tool. In no drawing, methods were stacked in the Jeliot style.

In the second most common approach, A3, objects and methods are considered to be equally central concepts. Objects are typically depicted at other side of the drawing and all methods (whether they are called or not) on the other side (see Figure 2). Arrows represent method call nesting and several arrows may enter a method if it has been called several times. This approach was most common in the first task and its popularity decreased during the course. Taken together, approaches A2 and A3 covered 63–65% of drawings in each task.

In the first two tasks, the approach A1 was quite popular. In this approach, only objects and possibly their attributes are depicted but methods are totally left out. Note that the task instructions explicitly asked students to “draw a picture that includes existing objects and methods and their relationships”. One might be tempted to assume that students just did not have enough time or ability to draw

Figure 3: A drawing describing existing objects and called methods (A2). The drawing contains content element types C1, C6, C9 (wrong direction; object identified by its attribute), C12, C15, C17, C18, C22 (wrong direction), C24, C27, C28, C31, C33, C35, C38, C45, C46, and C47 (attribute duplicated in method; final value transferred to wrong object). (Translated from Finnish and redrawn.)

Figure 4: A drawing describing existing objects and called methods (A2). The drawing contains content element types C6, C7, C9, C12, C13, C15, C17, C18, C22 (wrong direction), C24, C27, C28, C29, C35, C38, C45, C46, and C47 (transfer of attribute through method). (Translated from Finnish and redrawn.)
methods, which would make approach A1 to be a preliminary version of approaches A2 and A3. However, the decrease of A1 does not increase the popularity of A2 and A3 whose joint frequency remains stable. Thus, the reason for A1 may not be simply a desire to use A2 or A3, but to fall to A1 because of an inability to visualize methods. It may, e.g., be that students that used A1 were unable to continue the course and quit it or that their mental representations of program state did not handle methods in the common way and they used uncommon approaches (A4–A8) later during the course.

In the approach A4, all methods form the starting point of the drawing. Method calls are represented by arrows from one method to another and several arrows may enter a method just as in A3. In contrast to A3, objects are not depicted at all. Instead, methods contain their effects on attributes of various objects, i.e., path of execution during calls of the method. This approach was used in the first task only; it may be affected by previous experience to procedural programming where program execution is structured by function calls. Our data does not allow checking this hypothesis.

Classes make up the structure of drawings in approach A5 (see Figure 5). Currently active program code within the nested method calls is depicted with no reference to the associated objects. Objects are mentioned as a part of the active program code, only. In this approach, objects are not considered to be important in describing program state—classes and program code are. As the task instructions asked to depict objects and methods, it seems that students using this approach may not clearly see the distinction between classes and objects.

In approaches A6–A8, execution path is depicted in some way. In A6, the starting point is the currently active object; in A7, it is the beginning of the whole program execution; in A8, it is the start of the current method call in the “main” method. Elements in the path include objects, method calls, and code fragments. Figure 6 gives an example of the approach A7: time flows from top to bottom and objects are duplicated whenever they are needed. These approaches make up a drawing out of an explanation of what happens during the program execution. Indeed, some students drew a minimal picture accompanied with a long textual answer; the approach of their explanation was most often similar to A7.

Overall, the variability of different approaches was surprisingly large. A larger data set would probably include some new approaches but we do not expect that the dominance of A1–A3 would disappear. The increase in the popularity of A8 raises an interesting question: do students realize that the number of objects is in large programs so huge that it becomes impractical to draw all objects? Another open question is the possible (in)validity of mental representation of OO concepts within students that use various approaches, e.g., A5 where objects are replaced by classes. These questions need more research in order to be resolved.

### 4.2 Element Analysis

Let us now turn to the individual elements. Table 3 gives frequencies of various drawing style impact types for each drawing task. An impact was coded if a drawing contained even a small but clear effect that could be interpreted to be caused by some known visualization. However, an object represented by a rectangle containing its attributes was not coded as an impact of UML because that is a typical representation used in textbooks. If the attribute values were inside the object and in smaller rectangles, both Jeliot and metaphor animation impact was coded. The single remaining Jeliot impact was the use of Jeliot type object reference arrows with a special arrow end; metaphor animation impacts were more varying and included the location of methods (i.e., attached to objects), object references represented with pennants, etc.

Table 4 gives for each drawing task and each visual element form type two figures: mean, and frequency of drawings with a non-zero score. Note that the figures do not tell the number of elements but the number of different element types, e.g., the number of different rectangle types instead of the number of individual rectangles. For example, in the first task the average number of different rectangle types was 1.2 and rectangles were used in 83% of the drawings. As the average number includes also drawings with no rectangles, mean value of different rectangle types in drawings containing rect-
angles was higher (about 1.4). The number of individual rectangles cannot be inferred from Table 4.

Text, numbers, and special characters were commonly used in the drawings. On average, 1.3 different text styles ("fonts") were used to highlight distinction, e.g., between titles and program components, or between object names and attribute identifiers. The mean values of different special characters were small (2.3–2.9), so text consisted mostly of letters and numbers.

Most common graphical elements were rectangles, and connecting arrows and lines. The use of rectangles, however, decreased during the course, compensated with the increasing use of clouds. Rectangles, ellipses and clouds were used for the same purposes: to represent objects, classes, methods, attributes, local variables, and parameters.

Table 5 gives for each content element and drawing task three frequencies: incorrect use, correct use, and total use. Note that use was scored if even a single element was present in a drawing. For example, headings (C1) were used correctly in 59% of the drawings, but the number of individual headings was not counted and cannot be inferred from Table 5.

We will first look at the frequencies in the third drawing task, i.e., at the end of the course. Changes during the course will be treated in the next subsection.

The most common element, object (C6, 100%), occurred in all drawings in the third task whereas classes were infrequent (C5, 14%). Attributes, either with their identifier (C12, 41%) or without it (C13, 52%), were frequently used and their relationship to the owning object was commonly depicted (C15, 72%). Object references were represented more often without the name of the variable (C10, 62%) than with the name (C9, 24%).

Dynamic existence of active method execution was also common (C17, 72%), and so was the past existence of finished methods (C18, 48%). This is in contrast with the rarely depicted existence of finished constructors (C20, 7%), which suggests that students do not consider constructors as important as methods. Furthermore, the existence or execution of the "main" method was not depicted in any drawing (C39, 0%) which suggests that students' mental representation of the "main" method is radically different from other methods. Finally, methods' relationship to the called object was more common (C22, 69%) than their relationship to the calling method (C24, 55%).

Dynamic existence of parameters was usually represented with the value of the parameter only (C27, 55%); the identifier of the parameter was rare (C26, 7%). In the case of local variables, identifiers were rather used (C31, 24%; C35, 79%) than not used (C32, 0%; C36, 0%). The lifetime of parameters and local variables is almost equal, i.e., the duration of a method call; yet, their mental representations seem to differ. In practice, parameters are typically not assigned a new value within methods, so their task is to transport some value from the calling method to the called method. They can be identified by that value with no need to cite the identifier of the parameter. A local variable, on the other hand, can have many values through its lifetime, and cannot be identified by a single value. Therefore, it is natural that students' mental representations of parameters build on the value of a parameter while their mental representations of local variables build on variable identifiers.

This explanation predicts that in the case of attributes, identifiers would be used frequently in drawings. However, this was not the case: attributes were represented more often without identifiers (C13, 52%) than with identifiers (C12, 41%). The high frequency of missing identifiers is, however, partially due to object reference attributes that were represented with an arrow connecting two objects. The object references did not change during the program and, therefore, such attributes could be identified by the object they pointed to.

The relationship between attributes, local variables, and parameters and their owning objects or methods was depicted almost always. For example, parameters' relationship to the associated method (C28) was depicted in 59% of the drawings, i.e., practically in all cases when parameters were depicted (C26, 7%; C27, 55%). However, local variables of the "main" method (C35, 79%) were never attached to the "main" method (C37, 0%) but to the object they referred to (erroneous element type (C38, 59%). Combined with the total neglect of the existence of the "main" method (C39, 0%), this suggests that students' mental representation of the "main" method is so unclear that they cannot depict it in a drawing at all.

### 4.3 Content Element Development

In Subsection 4.1 several changes in the frequencies of the overall approaches were found during the course. The largest change was a shift from existing objects and all methods approach to existing objects with subordinated active methods approach. This shift is reflected in the element analysis in the decreasing frequencies of static existence of methods (C16: 59%, 19%, and 17% in the first, second, and third task) and static existence of constructors (C19:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Use frequency</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Form type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drawing task</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Drawing task</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 59 = 59</td>
<td>0 + 44 = 44</td>
<td>0 + 34 = 34</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 17 = 17</td>
<td>0 + 22 = 22</td>
<td>0 + 21 = 21</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 17 = 17</td>
<td>0 + 7 = 7</td>
<td>0 + 7 = 7</td>
<td>C3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 10 = 10</td>
<td>0 + 7 = 7</td>
<td>0 + 3 = 3</td>
<td>C4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 12 = 12</td>
<td>4 + 22 = 26</td>
<td>3 + 10 = 14</td>
<td>C5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 + 85 = 93</td>
<td>4 + 93 = 96</td>
<td>0 + 100 = 100</td>
<td>C6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 7 = 10</td>
<td>0 + 19 = 19</td>
<td>7 + 28 = 34</td>
<td>C7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 5 = 7</td>
<td>0 + 15 = 15</td>
<td>0 + 21 = 21</td>
<td>C8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 32 = 34</td>
<td>7 + 37 = 44</td>
<td>3 + 21 = 24</td>
<td>C9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 + 12 = 24</td>
<td>7 + 48 = 56</td>
<td>17 + 45 = 62</td>
<td>C10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 10 = 10</td>
<td>0 + 4 = 4</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>C11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 51 = 54</td>
<td>4 + 48 = 52</td>
<td>0 + 41 = 41</td>
<td>C12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 17 = 17</td>
<td>4 + 48 = 52</td>
<td>0 + 52 = 52</td>
<td>C13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 7 = 7</td>
<td>4 + 4 = 7</td>
<td>0 + 3 = 3</td>
<td>C14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 56 = 59</td>
<td>0 + 81 = 81</td>
<td>0 + 72 = 72</td>
<td>C15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 56 = 59</td>
<td>0 + 19 = 19</td>
<td>0 + 17 = 17</td>
<td>C16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 85 = 88</td>
<td>0 + 78 = 78</td>
<td>0 + 72 = 72</td>
<td>C17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 66 = 68</td>
<td>0 + 37 = 37</td>
<td>0 + 48 = 48</td>
<td>C18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 20 = 20</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>0 + 3 = 3</td>
<td>C19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 15 = 15</td>
<td>0 + 4 = 4</td>
<td>0 + 7 = 7</td>
<td>C20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 5 = 5</td>
<td>0 + 7 = 7</td>
<td>0 + 10 = 10</td>
<td>C21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 + 54 = 80</td>
<td>30 + 44 = 74</td>
<td>41 + 28 = 69</td>
<td>C22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 0 = 2</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>C23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 5 = 5</td>
<td>0 + 52 = 52</td>
<td>10 + 45 = 55</td>
<td>C24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 12 = 12</td>
<td>0 + 7 = 7</td>
<td>0 + 14 = 14</td>
<td>C25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 12 = 12</td>
<td>0 + 15 = 15</td>
<td>0 + 7 = 7</td>
<td>C26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 46 = 46</td>
<td>4 + 56 = 59</td>
<td>0 + 55 = 55</td>
<td>C27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 59 = 61</td>
<td>0 + 63 = 63</td>
<td>0 + 59 = 59</td>
<td>C28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 5 = 5</td>
<td>4 + 11 = 15</td>
<td>0 + 3 = 3</td>
<td>C29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>0 + 3 = 3</td>
<td>C30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>0 + 30 = 30</td>
<td>0 + 24 = 24</td>
<td>C31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>C32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>0 + 26 = 26</td>
<td>0 + 21 = 21</td>
<td>C33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>0 + 4 = 4</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>C34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 90 = 90</td>
<td>0 + 74 = 74</td>
<td>0 + 79 = 79</td>
<td>C35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 2 = 2</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>C36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 10 = 10</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>C37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 68 = 68</td>
<td>0 + 48 = 48</td>
<td>0 + 59 = 59</td>
<td>C38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 + 17 = 22</td>
<td>0 + 7 = 7</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>C39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 5 = 5</td>
<td>4 + 4 = 7</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>C40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>C41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>0 + 4 = 4</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>C42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 7 = 10</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>0 + 0 = 0</td>
<td>C43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 5 = 5</td>
<td>0 + 7 = 7</td>
<td>0 + 7 = 7</td>
<td>C44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 17 = 17</td>
<td>4 + 37 = 41</td>
<td>0 + 31 = 31</td>
<td>C45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + 24 = 24</td>
<td>0 + 30 = 30</td>
<td>0 + 21 = 21</td>
<td>C46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 + 37 = 68</td>
<td>33 + 37 = 70</td>
<td>24 + 45 = 69</td>
<td>C47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Frequency of existence or execution of the “main” method is small and decreases during the course (C9: 22%, 7%, 0%). In the first drawing task, methods did not call other methods—the only exception was the “main” method—and the frequency of dynamic call graphs increases dramatically from the first task to the others (C24: 5%, 52%, 55%). Taken together, these changes suggest that the “main” method is not considered by the students to be a method at all. Rather, it seems to be a part of the program code that need not be included in a drawing that depicts program state. Furthermore, this view seems to become stronger during the course.

Some changes may be due to an increase in the economy of expression supported by increase in learning. For example, the use of headings decreases (C1: 59%, 44%, 34%) maybe because students do not need them anymore to see, e.g., which elements are objects and which are methods; or because these concepts are so familiar to them that they consider headings to be useless for a reader of the drawing. Similarly, items are depicted without their identifiers to a larger extent as learning increases. This is true for object references (id visible, C9: 34%, 44%, 24%; id not visible, C10: 24%, 56%, 62%), attributes (C12: 54%, 52%, 41%; C13: 17%, 52%, 52%), and parameters (C26: 12%, 15%, 7%; C27: 46%, 59%, 55%). In an exam answer, a missing identifier would undoubtedly be considered as an error but the previous finding suggests that it may in fact represent better learning.

Frequency of an object’s relationship to the associated class increases during the course (C7: 10%, 19%, 34%) even though classes are depicted only rarely in the first and third task (C5: 12%, 26%, 14%). This suggests that students consider the class of an object more important as their learning increases and that students see classes as a part of the program code that is not a part of the program state. The fluctuation in the frequency of classes suggests that it is hard for the students to understand how classes and program state are actually related.

There are two more content element types with a large (at least 20 percent units) difference among the three drawing tasks: erroneous positioning of an object reference variable of the “main” method within the object that it refers to (C38: 68%, 48%, 59%) and an expression or condition with specific values (C45: 17%, 41%, 31%). In both, the frequencies fluctuate and we cannot suggest any interpretation.

### 4.4 Common Errors

Errors made by the students can be divided into two main groups: misunderstanding of OO concepts, and misunderstanding of the studied Java programs. From the point of view of this paper, the former group is more interesting. On the other hand, if a large number of errors concerning the studied programs occur with some content element type then the element type may be hard for students to understand.

Three content element types (C29, C34, C38) were erroneous by nature. Out of these, only C38 was frequent: in more than half of the drawings, local object reference variables of the “main” method were not attached to the “main” method nor were they located outside the box representing the object they referred to, but inside the box. This error is related to the problems with the “main” method described earlier: students seem to have a vague understanding of the role of the “main” method with respect to program state. They don’t know where local variables of the “main” method should be depicted and how does the “main” method relate to other methods.

The relationship between a method and the associated object (C22) was frequently depicted erroneously with an arrow from the object to the method. When a method is called, space is reserved for its parameters and local variables, including the special variable “this” that refers to the associated object. Thus, the method knows which object it operates on, not vice versa. The direction of arrows may seem to be unimportant but, in fact, it is a sign of a fundamental misunderstanding of the relationship between objects and methods. In drawing after drawing, students used various techniques to show that assignments made within methods affect attributes within objects. (In fact, a large proportion of “other” elements (C47) were of this type; see Figures 2, 3 and 4). These techniques include:

- duplicating an attribute as a local variable with the name of the attribute within the method’s rectangle; both the attribute and the duplicate are updated with assignments
- duplicating an attribute as above; initialized with an arrow from the attribute located within the object rectangle; updated with assignments of the method; “returned” with an arrow back to the attribute at the end of the method
- duplicating an attribute as above; initialized with zero; updated with assignments of the method; no effect on the attribute within the object
- representing an attribute as a local variable of the method only; no reference to the object and no indication of that attribute within the object

These examples demonstrate that these students did not have an exact understanding of how methods operate on attributes. Many of the strategies used by the students manage to produce a correct outcome in simple cases, but they fail in more complicated cases where nested method calls—let alone independent threads—operate on the same attributes. The programs used in the drawing tasks did not contain such complex cases and more research is needed to find out how students manage in such situations.

Object references (C10) were often depicted erroneously with an arrow pointing to the wrong direction: from the referenced object to the referring object. Moreover, objects were often identified with the value of one of their attributes, e.g., objects of the class “Pet” with the value of the attribute “Name”. This occurred both in the object itself, i.e., an object could be depicted with the value of the attribute only, and in object references, i.e., an object reference was depicted as the value of the attribute in the referenced object. Neither of these errors—using wrong direction of reference and identifying objects with attributes—cause no harm as long as object references and attribute values do not change which is the case in many textbook examples. It is possible that students thus develop a wrong mental representation of object references and identification, but our data does not allow us to study this question further.

Errors with object references and identification can be partially explained also by students’ use of application domain knowledge. For example, in real life dogs are identified by their names, and the direction of object references between owners and dogs may represent the relation “own” rather than the relation “belong to” which is used in the program. Two frequent error types are clearly affected by application domain knowledge: in the program of Figure 1, pets asked their owners to feed them but in several drawings this relationship was reversed and the owner was depicted as the caller of the feed method. In the other program, trains could be attached to each other but driving one train did not affect the odometer attribute of
the attached train; yet in many drawings odometers of both trains were updated. The use of application domain knowledge may help students in obtaining correct answers in exams but it does not help in debugging programs. Thus, its use should be considered harmful in programming education.

Finally, the static and dynamic existence of methods were mixed in various ways. These errors may be related to the changes in the frequencies of static and dynamic method existences (C16, C17, C18) and provide more evidence to the suggestion that students’ mental representation of methods changed its form during the course.

4.5 Effects of Animation Tools

In the previous subsections, students have been treated as a single group, i.e., no attention has been given to which visualization tool they have last used. In some element types the visualization tools seem to have effects, but in others they don’t. For example, consider the frequencies of special characters (F4) and metaphoric elements (F11) in Table 6.

At first sight, the use of special characters (i.e., characters that are not letters or digits) seems to be larger if the last visualization tool has been Jeliot rather than metaphor animation (78%, 93%, 100% in F4/J vs. 88%, 75%, 60% in F4/M). However, because all students used one tool before the first drawing task and the other tool after it, the same students that appear in the Jeliot row in the first drawing task appear in the metaphor tool row in the other tasks. Thus, the frequencies of using special characters in the three tasks are for these students 78%, 75%, and 60% respectively. Similarly, for the students who saw the metaphor animation tool first, these frequencies are 88%, 93%, and 100%. Thus, the difference between these two groups may also be due to the individual differences between students in these two groups.

On the other hand, the effect of the last used tool is clear in metaphoric content (F11/J vs. F11/M); after Jeliot use, drawings have no metaphoric elements; after the metaphor animation tool, metaphoric content is found in 8–17% of the drawings. It should be noted that the metaphoric elements found in the drawings are not necessarily the same metaphors as in the animation tool. For example, the state of the Java program that dealt with trains was depicted by one student by pictures of trains and the service method with an arrow within a set of tightly aligned arrows; the metaphor animation depicts methods as workshops for the students who saw the metaphor animation tool first, these frequencies are 88%, 93%, and 100%. Thus, the difference between these two groups may also be due to the individual differences between students in these two groups.

In content elements frequencies, the effect of the last used visualization tool is sometimes clear. Overall, object references were used in the third task more often without the identifier of the referring variable (C10, 62%) than with the identifier (C9, 24%). This difference is due to students that have used the metaphor tool last (C10/M, 80%; C9/M, 13%); the difference among the other group is opposite and small (C10/J, 33%; C9/J, 42%). A similar effect can be seen in the use of identifiers with attributes: students that have used the metaphor tool last are less willing to use attribute identifiers (C13/M, 67%; C12/M 33%) than students that have used Jeliot last (C13/J, 33%; C12/J 50%). Both tools use identifiers in the same way in their visualizations, so the difference must have some other roots. In Subsection 4.3, we hypothesized that a low frequency in identifier use reflects better learning, but this requires further study.

In Subsection 4.4, it was found that the relationship between a method and the associated object (C22) was frequently depicted erroneously. This error is much more common among students that have used Jeliot last in the second task (C22-wrong/J, 40%; C22-wrong/M, 17%) and in the third task (C22-wrong/J, 67%; C22-wrong/M, 20%). In the first task no difference can be found (C22-wrong/J, 28%; C22-wrong/M, 25%). In Jeliot, this relationship is depicted with an arrow within a set of tightly aligned arrows; the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Drawing task</th>
<th>Use frequency Drawing task</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Form type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2 2.7 0.0 0.3</td>
<td>3.3 2.4 0.0 0.1</td>
<td>3.8 1.5 0.0 0.2</td>
<td>78 88 0 17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Form types F4 and F11 and their frequencies (%) depending on the visualization tool last used.

| Table 7: Impact classes I1 and I2 and their frequencies (%) depending on the visualization tool last used. |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| Drawing task Code Impact class                  | Drawing task Code Impact class                  | Drawing task Code Impact class                  |
| 1st 2nd 3rd                                     | 1st 2nd 3rd                                     | 1st 2nd 3rd                                     |
| 0 17 0                                         | 6 0 0                                          | 6 0 0                                          |
| 11/J Jeliot (after Jeliot)                      | 11/M Jeliot (after metaphor)                    | 12/M Metaphor animation (after Jeliot)          |
| 12/M Metaphor animation (after metaphor)        | 12/M Metaphor animation (after metaphor)        | 12/M Metaphor animation (after metaphor)        |
direction of the arrow is correct but the arrow is hard to see because of
the other arrows. In the metaphor tool, method workshops are
attached to the object watch panels; there is no indication of any
direction of this attachment. The reason for the better correctness
after the metaphor tool remains an open question.

Finally, students that had seen Jeliot last were more willing to
use expressions or conditions with specific values (C45/J, 50%;
C45/M, 20%) and consecutive values of attributes and variables
(C46/J, 33%; C46/M, 13%) in the third task. Jeliot visualizes the
evaluation of expressions while the animation tool does not. There-
fore, Jeliot stresses the importance of expression evaluation which
may result in a stronger position of expressions in students’ mental
representations of the execution of a program.

4.6 General Discussion

We have studied students’ visualizations of OO program state
and the notional OO machine by asking them to draw pictures of
given programs at a specific point of execution. Such tasks were
given three times along an elementary Java programming course.
The drawings were analyzed for their overall approach, frequencies
of specific element types, and systematically occurring errors.

The first striking finding was the large variability in the overall
approaches used by the students. We expected that students would
almost always mimic drawings they had seen in lectures, textbooks,
and program visualization tools, but this turned not to be the case.
When we started our analysis and looked at the first drawings of
the first task, and each of the first six seemed all to have its own
approach, we realized that students’ understanding of central OO
concepts, their relationships and their dynamic manifestation do
vary a lot. We have also started to collect similar drawings from
other institutes and in each case the teacher of that class has been
surprised to see in how many different ways his or her students
understand and depict program state.

Students’ drawings do not differ only in their overall approach,
but in their detailed contents, also. Some drawings are compli-
cated and represent many aspects of the program state while oth-
ers consist of few elements only. The results indicate that stu-
dents’ mental representations of OO concepts and program exe-
cution do not only grow as new material is covered in teaching,
but they do also change. The first drawings treat methods as hav-
ing primarily a static existence whereas later in the course, meth-
ods are seen as dynamic invocations that call each other. The role
of classes in program execution fluctuates during learning, which
means that students have problems in locating the notion of class
in its proper place with respect to, e.g., objects. Eckerdal and
Thuné [4] have found several categories that describe how students
perceive the concepts of class and object, and Teif and Hazzan [27]
have found several misconceptions concerning these concepts. Our
study confirms that students’ mental representations of OO con-
cepts do change during learning and, thus, supports their findings.
We have moreover documented specific changes in the contents
of the drawings.

We found two major sources of problems in the drawings: the
relationship between object and method, and the role of the “main”
method with respect to program state. These problems manifested
themselves in many different forms: misconceptions about assign-
ments to attributes, object references located inside the referred
objects etc. Other problems were caused by too simplistic under-
standing of object identification and (improper) use of application
domain knowledge.

Finally, program animation tools seem to have effects on stu-
dents’ visualizations. After the use of a metaphor-based animation
tool, students’ visualizations contained metaphoric elements—both
those used in the tool and those invented by the student. After the
use of a technical animation tool, metaphoric content disappeared.
Moreover, the impact of metaphor animation seemed to be larger
than that of the tool with more technical visualization. Ragionis
and Ben-Ari [21] have suggested the use of dynamic program vi-
ualization to prevent certain misconceptions; our study suggests
that the effects of different dynamic visualizations do differ, so the
selection of a tool deserves careful consideration.

4.7 Validity Issues

In this study, students were asked three times during an elemen-
tary Java programming course to draw a picture of program state
including objects and methods. Our interest was to find out what
type of a notional OO machine students perceive and what miscon-
ceptions they have of OO concepts.

The students had seen various visualizations of programs and
program execution during lectures and they had also used two pro-
gram animation tools. Nevertheless, students drawings do only occa-
sionally follow these examples and they show a large variability
both in overall approach and in details of expression. Thus, it seems
that even though effects of prior exposure to example visualizations
can be identified, students used their own understanding to produce
drawings. On the other hand, repeated use of the same task
type may have resulted in (perhaps unconscious) mental search for
the “correct” drawing and deeper mental processing of the structure
and contents of the notional OO machine. Thus, the study design
may have caused changes in students’ drawings in the later tasks.

Individual students could not be traced between tasks which
weakens our results. In some cases the same participant could be
tracked (e.g., because of special handwriting) and some students
seemed to change their drawing styles between tasks more than
others. As only few students could be traced, the data does not
allow the study of individual differences.

The students were not interviewed and it is therefore not clear
whether some misconceptions are misunderstandings regarding
drawing conventions or instructions rather than misunderstandings
of OO concepts. On the other hand, we have collected evidence
from different viewpoints to support our conclusions. For example,
the wrong direction of arrows with method calls could be a result
of carelessness, but the numerous errors in manipulating attributes
support our suggestion that the relationships between methods and
objects are poorly understood.

A possible weakness of the analysis is that it is based on the se-
lected classification of drawings’ elements. The classification was
used by two researchers who could easily agree on the scoring in
individual cases. Thus, the results presented above are based on
solid data. On the other hand, there may be other classifications
that could provide insight on issues that are not covered by the used
classification.

The comparison of the two visualization tools suffers from the
low usage of the tools during the course. Both tools are supposed
to be used more extensively during lab exercises and, in case of
the metaphor tool, the metaphors should be used during lectures.
Thus, a proper use of the tools would require two student groups
with extended use of a single tool in each group.

Finally, our analysis does not tell whether the identified misun-
derstandings can be easily overcome with suitable teaching tech-
niques, whether the effects of exposure to a visualization tool are
transient, whether the results can be generalized to other learning
contexts, etc. However, we consider our study to be a step towards
the analysis of students’ understanding of OO program execution
and the notional OO machine.
5. CONCLUSION

We have studied students’ visualizations of OO program state in order to see how students perceive program execution: what are the central concepts and relationships that make up the program state. The results indicate that students have a vague understanding of dynamic aspects of OO programs; moreover, their mental representations do not only grow as new things are learned, but they also change during learning. We have also found differences in students’ representations after they used different program visualization tools.

We identified also several open questions that could not be answered based on our data. These include the (in)validity of mental representation of OO concepts within students that use uncommon overall approaches; reasons for students’ invalid mental models of object references; connection between learning and frequency of identifier use in visualizations; students ways of coping with attributes manipulated by methods; and detailed effects of animation tools on students’ understanding of the notional OO machine.

We are currently collecting similar data from other institutes in order to get a better understanding of this phenomenon. We will also revise the analysis scoring because in the current form the general approach is not taken into account and errors are identified in non-uniform ways.

We hope that this research will give a better understanding of novices’ mental representations of OO concepts and program state, provide a method to systematically reveal students’ misconceptions, and eventually lead to better programming education techniques.
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